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Redundancy and Helly

JACK EDMONDS

The classical Helly’s Theorem about finite sets of convex sets is given an unusually simple proof
based on a ‘Redundancy Lemma’. Because the proof is topological it extends immediately to a Helly’s
Theorem for the well-known combinatorial topology representation of oriented matroids which is
reviewed. The same proof is then used to strengthen Helly’s Theorem in a useful way relative to the
Farkas Lemma, both for linear inequality systems and for topologically represented oriented matroids.
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Helly’s Theorem states that:

(1) For any finite set S of convex subsets of a d-dimensional Euclidean space E, either
∩(S) 6= 8 or there is a subset R⊆ S, of size at most d+ 1, such that∩(R) = 8.

By (closed) half-spaceH≤ of the spaceE we mean the solution set of some single lin-
ear inequalityai z ≤ bi in the d variable row-vectorsz of a Cartesian coordinization of the
Euclidean spaceE. Or more generally whereE is a subspace of a spaceE′ (i.e., whereE is
the solution set of a set of linear equations in variables coordinatizing spaceE′), by half-space
of E we meanH≤ ∩ E whereH≤ is a half-space ofE′. The empty set andE itself are half-
spaces ofE. The other half-spaces ofE, but not8 nor E, are called proper half-spaces ofE.
For any proper half-spaceH≤ of E, H= denotes the boundary ofH≤ (a ‘hyperplane’ ofE),
that is, the solution set ofai z= bi , whereH≤ is the solution set ofai z≤ bi . H< denotes the
‘open half-space’H≤ − H=. H≥ denotes the companion (closed) half-spaceE − H<, and
H> denotes the companion open half-spaceE − H≤.

A (convex) polyhedron inE means the intersection of a finite set of half-spaces ofE. The
dimension of the empty set is−1; the dimension of a single point is 0; and so forth as usual.
Of course subspaces, half-spaces, and polyhedra, are convex sets, and so an important special
case of Helly’s Theorem is:

(2) For any finite set S of half-spaces of a d-dimensional Euclidean space E, either
∩(S) 6= 8 or there is a subset R⊆ S, of size at most d+ 1, such that∩(R) = 8.

In other words:

(2′) A finite set Az ≤ b of linear inequalities in thed variablesz = (z1, . . . , zd) has a
solutionz or else there is a subsetA′z ≤ b′ of at mostd + 1 of the inequalities such that
A′z≤ b′ has no solution.

Helly’s Theorem (1) whereS is a finite set of polyhedra follows immediately from (2) since
each polyhedron is the intersection of a finite set of half-spaces. Helly’s Theorem (1) for a
finite set S of general convex sets follows from the theorem for a finite set of polyhedra:
assuming that the intersection of each sized + 1 subset ofS is non-empty, choose one point
from each of these intersections to obtain a finite set, sayP. Let the members ofS′ be the
convex hulls of the finite setsP ∩C, for the membersC of S. Assuming the theorem that the
convex hull of any finite set of points inE is a polyhedron, we have (1) forS′, which implies
(1) for S.

My purpose here is to give an unusually simple proof of (2). From it we will see a way in
which Helly’s Theorem naturally generalizes to topology and to oriented matroids. Michel Las
Vergnas invited me to write this article because he remarked that there has been puzzlement
about how to extend Helly’s Theorem to oriented matroids. In that regard, see p. 382 of [2].
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(3) The Redundancy Lemma.Let H≤, having boundary H=, be a proper half-space of E.
Let R′ be a set of half-spaces of E such that[∩(R′)] ∩ H= = 8. Then either:

(a) R= R′ ∪ {H≤} is such that∩(R) = 8 or else
(b) H≤ is ‘redundant’ with R′. That is:∩(R′) ⊆ H≤ − H= = H<, and so∩(R′) =
[∩(R′)] ∩ H<.

PROOF OFHELLY (2) FROM (3). (2) is clear if some member ofS is empty, or if every
member ofS is E. If d = 0 this must be the case since thenE is a single point. Otherwise, if
H≤ is a member ofSwith (d−1)-dimensional boundaryH=, let S0 be the set of intersections
of H= with the members ofS′ = S− {H≤}.

If ∩(S0) 6= 8, then∩(S) 6= 8. If ∩(S0) = 8, then, by induction on the value ofd, (2) says
there is anR′ ⊆ S′ of size at mostd such that[∩(R′)] ∩ H= = 8.

By the Redundancy Lemma (3), either the setR= R′∪{H≤}, of size at mostd+1, is such
that∩R = 8, or elseH≤ is redundant withR′, and therefore also redundant withS′. In the
latter case, by induction on the size ofS, (2) says that either∩(S′) 6= 8, and hence∩(S) 6= 8,
or there is a subsetR⊆ S′ ⊆ S, of size at mostd + 1, such that∩(R) = 8. 2

PROOF OF THEREDUNDANCY LEMMA , (3). For every proper half-spaceH≤, there is a
partition ofE into three sets: the boundaryH= of H≤, the open half-spaceH<

= H≤−H=,
and the open half-spaceH>

= E − H≤. SetsH≥ = H<
∪ H= and H≤ = H<

∪ H= are
both proper half-spaces, intersecting in their common boundaryH=.

Every polyhedron, i.e., intersection of (closed) half-spaces, is topologically closed and con-
nected.

Since [∩(R′)] ∩ H= = 8, polyhedron∩(R′) is the disjoint union of polyhedron
R = [∩(R′)] ∩ H≤ ⊆ H< and polyhedronR2 = [∩(R′)] ∩ H≥ ⊆ H>. If not (a), then
R 6= 8, and if not (b), thenR2 6= 8. However a connected set cannot be the disjoint union of
non-empty closed sets, and so either (a) or (b). 2

The convexity of polyhedra can be nicely used in the proof of (3) instead of connectedness.
Connectedness is used here in view of a later application of the same proof to topologically
represented oriented matroids.

Let Sbe a finite set of half-spaces,H≤j , of Euclidean spaceE. For every pointp in E there
is a vector of ‘signs’ with a componentx j for each memberH≤j of S: x j = + if p ∈ H<

j ,
x j = 0 if p ∈ H=j , x j = − if p ∈ H>

j , and one extra component, sayx0, always equals+.
(x0 corresponds to a half-spaceH≤0 with its boundary ‘at∞’ and with H<

0 = E. In ‘affine
space’, i.e., Euclidean space, one stays on ‘the plus side of∞’. For clarification, see the
next few paragraphs). The resulting finite setA of different sign-vectors is called a ‘linearly
representable affine matroid’.

The linearly representable affine matroidA nicely codifies the combinatorial structure of the
way S determines a partitioning ofE into ‘relatively open polyhedra’, each consisting of the
points ofE with the same sign-vector. The relatively open polyhedronx ∈ A is ‘a face’ of the
relatively open polyhedrony ∈ A, i.e.,x � y, whenx = y or wheny can be changed intox by
changing some non-zeros ofy to 0. The union of the relatively open faces� y is the (closed)
polyhedronP(y) (‘the relative closure of the relatively open polyhedrony ∈ A’), which is
the intersection over all indicesj , of the setsH≤j , H≥j , or H=j , according to whethery j = +,
−, or 0. The partial order� is isomorphic to the partial order⊆ of these closed polyhedra.

In the theory of linear inequality systemsAz ≤ b it is often technically convenient to
homogenize them to[Az ≤ bz0, z0 ≥ 0]. For each point(z, z0), in sayd + 1 variables, we
have a sign-vectorx with a component corresponding to each of the inequalities; a component
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of x is +, 0, or−, according to whether the corresponding inequality is strictly satisfied,
satisfied as an equation, or not satisfied. In other words we have a set of half-spaces, sayH≤j ,
of a (d+1)-dimensional space, sayE′, such that eachH=j contains the origin. For each point
p ∈ E′ there is a sign-vectorx such that each componentx j is +, 0, or−, according to
whetherp is in H<

j , H=j , or H>
j . The resulting finite set of different sign-vectors, leaving out

the vector of all zeros, is called a ‘linearly representable oriented matroid’. Clearly the subset
of these sign-vectors, for whichx0 = +, is a linearly representable affine matroid.

A polytope Pis a bounded polyhedron. If in the proceeding paragraph we letP be any
full-dimensional polytope such that the origin of the space of the points(z, z0) is in the interior
of P, then the various non-empty setsH<

j , H=j , and H>
j , and each of their various non-

empty intersections, have non-empty intersections with the boundary,bd(P), of P, because
each linear ray from the origin intersectsbd(P) in exactly one point. The system of sets:
H<

j ∩ bd(P), H=j ∩ bd(P), andH>
j ∩ bd(P), for all j ; and the three sets of points inbd(P)

such thatz0 respectively is>,=, and<; is called ad-dimensionallinear pl-sphere system. Its
sign-vectors are the linearly representable oriented matroid of the preceding paragraph. The
subsystem wherez0 > 0 is ad-dimensionallinear pl-affine system; and the subsystem where
z0 = 0 is the corresponding ‘pl-hypersphere at∞’ (which is a (d − 1)-dimensional linear
pl-sphere system).

The set of sign-vectors of the linear pl-affine system is clearly the linearly representable
affine matroid described earlier. Note that for any two polytopesP1 and P2 with (z, z0) in
their interior, and the two resulting linear pl-sphere systems, onP1 and P2 (as above onP),
the linear rays from the origin determine, by their unique point intersections withbd(P1)

andbd(P2), a ‘piecewise linear’ mapping between the two linear pl-sphere systems. Below
we will define general pl-sphere systems, and general pl-affine systems, and make good use
of them up to piecewise linear mappings. We will see that the Redundancy Lemma, Helly’s
Theorem, and their proofs, exactly generalize to pl-affine systems.

An oriented matroidis a finite set of sign-vectors which has many of the combinatorial
properties of linearly representable oriented matroids. Several possible axiomatizations are
presented in [2]. An affine matroidin general is then the subset of the sign-vectors of some
oriented matroidM such that some coordinate, sayxo, is+. Not every oriented matroid, or
affine matroid, is linearly representable. However the PL-Representation Theorem does state
that every oriented matroid, and hence every affine matroid, is representable in the most nat-
ural piecewise linearway of generalizing a linear system, by a so-called ‘pl-sphere system’;
and the representation is unique up to piecewise linear mappings.

A finite union C of polytopes is called apl-ball if it has a finite simplicial subdivision
C′ such thatC has a bijection onto a polytopeP which is linear on each simplex ofC′. In
other wordsC is a pl-ball if it has a finite simplicial subdivisionC′ which is isomorphic to
a simplicial subdivision ofP. A finite unionC of polytopes is called apl-sphereif it has a
finite simplicial subdivisionC′ such thatC has a bijection ontothe boundaryof a polytope
P which is linear on each simplex ofC′. In other wordsC is a pl-sphereif it has a finite
simplicial subdivisionC′ which is isomorphic to a simplicial subdivision of the boundary of
P. It is not true that if a finite union of polytopes is topologically a sphere (respectively, ball),
then it is necessarily a pl-sphere (respectively, pl-ball). In pure ‘piecewise linear topology’
one never encounters either topological spheres as such, or geometric spheres.

‘Combinatorial topology’ means ‘piecewise linear topology’ because simple properties
which one imagines about the topology of manifolds are valid using pl-mappings and not
valid using general homeomorphisms. If you want your topology to look smooth that is o.k.
as long as it is microscopically piecewise linear. Two of most important facts about pl-balls
and pl-spheres are:
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(4) A form of Newman’s Theorem.If the intersection of two d-dimensional pl-balls is a
(d − 1)-dimensional pl-ball on the boundary of each, then their union is a d-dimensional
pl-ball. If the intersection of two d-dimensional pl-balls is the boundary of each, then their
union is a d-dimensional pl-sphere. (The first of these simple ‘presumably obvious’ facts is
not obviousfor pl-balls, andnot true for topological balls even if they are finite unions of
polytopes.)

A hypersphere H=, in a d-dimensional pl-sphereK , is a (d − 1)-dimensional pl-sphere
H= ⊂ K such that[K ; H=] is piecewise linearly equivalent (i.e.,K and H= can both be
piecewise linearly mapped by the same piecewise linear mapping) to[bd(K ′);bd(H ′)], where
bd(K ′) is thed-dimensional boundary of a(d + 1)-dimensional polytopeK ′ andbd(H ′) is
the(d−1)-dimensional boundary of thed-dimensional polytopeH ′ which is the intersection
of K ′ with ad-dimensional plane.

There is ad-dimensional pl-ballH≤ ⊂ K , and ad-dimensional pl-ballH≥ ⊂ K , such
H≤ ∪ H≥ = K andH≤ ∩ H≥ = H=. H≤ andH≥ are called the proper (closed) half-space
sidesof H= in K . (One cannot say that every(d − 1)-dimensional pl-sphere contained in
a d-dimensional pl-sphereK is a hypersphere inK . However the usual form of ‘Newman’s
Theorem’ states that if ad-dimensional pl-ballB1 is contained in ad-dimensional pl-sphere
K , then its boundarybd(B1) is a hypersphere inK , and (K − B1) ∪ bd(B1) = B2 is a
d-dimensional pl-ball with boundarybd(B2) = bd(B1).)

A d-dimensional pl-sphere system, Q, is a d-dimensional pl-sphereK ; a finite index set
J; and ‘the half-spaces and hyperspheres ofQ’: for each j ∈ J, either an improper half-
spaceH j = K ; or a proper half-spaceH≤j of K , and its companionH≤j , and the hypersphere
H=j = H≤j ∩ H≥j of K ; such that:

(K1) The intersection of each subset of the half-spaces ofQ is a pl-ball or pl-sphere.
(K2) The intersection of each subset of the hyperspheres,H=j , of Q is a pl-sphere (of dimen-

sion from−1 tod − 1), called aflat of Q.
(K3) For any flatF of Q and any half-space sayH≤j of Q, if F ⊂ H=j , thenF ∩ H≤j = F is

an improper half-space ofF , indexed byj ∈ J. If F is not contained inH=j , then the
flat, F ∩ H=j , is a hypersphere inF , indexed byj ∈ J, having proper half-space sides
F ∩ H≤j andF ∩ H≥j . (Note that any flatF of Q together with its half-spaces indexed
by j ∈ J is a pl-sphere system.)

From any pl-sphere systemQ, by choosing a particularH=0 (where 0∈ J) to be our ‘hyper-
sphere at infinity’, and choosingH<

0 to be our affine spaceE, then for anyS+ ⊆ J − {0}, and
S− ⊆ J − {0}, we can apply the proof of (3), the Redundancy Lemma, and the proof of (2),
Helly’s Theorem for half-spaces, directly to the setS= [H≤j ∩ H<

0 : j ∈ S+] ∪ [H≥j ∩ H<
0 :

j ∈ S−] of ‘piecewise linear half-spaces’ ofE. An [E, S] obtained in this way is called a
pl-affine system. In order not to need to change the wording in the proof of (2), we also want
to allow theS of a pl-affine system to include copies ofE, or of8, as improper half-spaces
because they can arise in the inductive process of intersecting a proper half-space with the
hyperplane boundary of another. (In the case of8 arising, there is a non-empty intersection
at H=0 , the∞ of the affineE.)

(5) Thus (3), the Redundancy Lemma, and(2), Helly’s Theorem For Half-Spaces, are
proved for any pl-affine system.

For any d-dimensional sphere system,Q, each point p in K has a sign-vector
x = (x j : j ∈ J) such thatx j = 0 if H j = K or if p ∈ H=j ; x j = + if p ∈ H<

j ; x j = −

if p ∈ H>
j . Note that the sign-vectors of the pl-sphere system of any flat ofQ is simply the
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subset of the sign-vectors ofQ for which certain components are 0. The−1-dimensional flat
is8; it has no sign-vectors. Note that we have no need for8 as a possible improper half-space
of a non-empty pl-sphere system. From axioms for oriented matroids, it is easy to show that
the setM(Q) of sign-vectors thus determined byQ is an oriented matroid. Conversely:

(6) The PL-Representation Theorem For Oriented Matroids (Lawrence, Edmonds and Man-
del, 1978).Every(rank d+1)-oriented matroid M is the M(Q) of a(d-dimensional) pl-sphere
system Q such that∩(H=j : j ∈ J), the intersection of all the hyperspheres of Q, is empty;
Q is unique up to piecewise linear mappings.

The books [1] and [2] contain proofs of (6) which are essentially the same as the proof by
Edmonds and Mandel. It uses Newman’s Theorem (4) to paste together pl-balls according to
oriented-matroidal structure. The variant of (6) by Jim Lawrence using topological spheres is
simpler, though it says less because fundamental combinatorial properties such as Newman’s
Theorem are not valid.

For an affine matroidA, determined by the oriented matroidM of pl-sphere systemQ with
0 ∈ J as the specified infinity coordinate,A is the subset of the sign-vectors ofM such that
x0 = +. Whereh ∈ J − {0}, thehalf-space h+ (or h−) of affine matroidA is the subset
of the sign-vectors ofM such thatx0 = +, andxh = + or 0 (respectively,xh = − or 0).
Just as a polyhedron in Euclidean spaceE is the intersection of a finite set of its half-spaces,
a polyhedronof the affine matroidA is the intersection of a subset of its half-spaces. Where
h ∈ J, thehalf-space h+ (or h−) of oriented matroidM is the subset of sign-vectors ofM
such thatxh = + or 0 (respectively,xh = − or 0). Simple examples show that statement (7)
with ‘affine matroidA’ replaced by ‘oriented matroidM ’ is not true.

(7) A Helly’s Theorem For Oriented Matroids.For any subset S of the half-spaces(or of
the polyhedra) of an, at most rank d+ 1, affine matroid A, either∩(S) 6= 8, or there is a
subset R⊆ S of size at most d+ 1 such that∩(R) = 8.

Theorem (7) follows immediately from (5) and (6). It can be proved directly and easily
without (5) and (6) by an abstract oriented-matroidal proof which is analogous to the proof
of (2) and which is much easier than proving (6). However, Theorem (6) has the advantage of
providing a geometric setting for all of oriented matroid theory which is exactly true, rather
than only analogous to geometric statements.

Abstract oriented matroid theory, such as (7), can be formally a convenient setting for prov-
ing statements of combinatorial topology, such as (5), in the way that Cartesian coordinates
can be formally a convenient setting for proving statements of classical geometry. However
we will here stick to explanations in terms of the combinatorial topology in order to visually
elucidate the formalities. We present now what is perhaps a novel strengthened form of (2),
and its relationship to Farkas’ Lemma. Farkas’ Lemma is well known as a more practical
characterization than (2′) of when a finite set,Az≤ b, of linear inequalities does not have a
solution,z. It states that:

(8) A finite set Az≤ b of linear inequalities has a solution z or else there is a vector y≥ 0
such that y A= 0 and yb< 0. (Not both, since then(y A)z ≤ yb would need to be satisfied
by both thez andy together.)

Several known ways of proving (8) indeed also prove the following strengthened form,
(9), which immediately implies Helly (2′) (and thus provides an alternative proof of Helly’s
Theorem for general convex sets).

(9) A finite set Az≤ b of linear inequalities in the d variables z= (z1, . . . , zd) has a
solution z or else there is a subset A′z ≤ b′ of at most d+ 1 of the inequalities and a vector
y ≥ 0 such that y A′ = 0 and yb′ < 0.
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Helly (2′) is more elegant in some ways than (8) or (9). We find that (2′) ‘almost implies’ (9),
but not quite. Theorem (10) has the following properties.

(a) does not involve any numbers like those of they in (9);
(b) is obviously a strengthening of Helly (2′);
(c) implies, by simple algebra, a strengthening of (9);
(d) extends to a theorem about pl-sphere systems, which
(e) can be proved by a slight strengthening of the topological way we proved (2) and (5).

(10) Theorem.A finite set Az≤ b of linear inequalities has a solution z or else there is
a subset A′z ≤ b′ which has no solution z and is such that the number of inequalities in
A′z≤ b′ is exactly one greater than the rank of A′.

Since (rank ofA′) ≤ (number of columns ofA), we have (b).
Let us see (c). Each inequality, saya j z ≤ b j , of the systemA′z ≤ b′ in (10), is equivalent

to a j z+ x j = b j , x j ≥ 0. From the systemA′z+ I x = b′ of these equations, derive by row
operations an equivalent system,L, where one of the equationsy A′z+ yx = yb′ is such that
y A′ = 0; and where each other equation of systemL, say equationi , involves a component,
sayzi , of z with a non-zero coefficient, wherezi does not appear with non-zero coefficient in
any other equation ofL. There exists such anL because the number of rows ofA′ is exactly
one greater than the rank ofA′. It is clear from systemL that if the single equationyx = yb′

can be satisfied by somex ≥ 0, thenA′z ≤ b′ is satisfied by a certainz. Clearly the only
way thatyx = yb′ can be not satisfiable by anyx ≥ 0 is for yb′ to be non-zero and for each
component ofy to not have the same non-zero sign asyb′. That is we can takey to be such
that yb′ < 0 andy ≥ 0. Thus from (10) we have the following strengthening of (9).

(11) A finite set Az≤ b of linear inequalities has a solution z or else there is a subset
A′z≤ b′, such that the number of inequalities in A′z≤ b′ is one greater than the rank of A′,
and a vector y≥ 0 such that y A′ = 0 and yb′ < 0.

With regard to (d), note that the rank ofA′ is one less than the rank of the matrix consisting
of [A′ | −b′] with one additional row which is all zeros except for−1 in the same column
asb′. In other words the rank ofA′ is one less than the rank of the matrix of coefficients
of the homogeneous system{A′z− b′z0 ≤ 0, −z0 ≤ 0}. Therefore in a pl-sphere system
Q corresponding to{Az− bz0 ≤ 0, −z0 ≤ 0}, whereH<

0 , corresponding to−z0 < 0, is
our affine spaceE, we interpret the rank ofA′ as one less than ‘the rank’ of the subsetJ ′ of
the hyperplanes which consists of hyperplaneH0 and the hyperplanes corresponding to the
equations ofA′z− b′z0 = 0.

(12)The rank of a subset J′ of the hyperspheres of a pl-sphere system Q(or the rank of a set
of half-spaces ofQ whose set of boundaries isJ ′) is the dimension of Q minus the dimension
of the flat∩(J ′). In particular, when the intersection of all the hyperspheres of Q is8, having
dimension−1, the rank of the set of all the hyperspheres of Q, i.e., the rank of the oriented
matroid represented by Q, is the dimension of Q plus one.

We will not prove here the claim that the rank ofJ ′ as described in (12) is in fact the rank
of the corresponding subset of elements of the oriented matroid whichQ represents, and that,
in the case thatQ is the pl-sphere system corresponding to a system of homogeneous linear
inequalities, the rank ofJ ′ as described in (12) is the rank of the matrix of coefficients of the
corresponding subset of homogeneous inequalities. Assuming this claim, Theorem (10) is a
special case of the following theorem.

(13) Theorem.For any pl-affine system, consisting of pl-sphere system Q and the open
half-space H<0 of Q as the affine space, and for any subset S of the half-spaces of Q, either
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∩(S∪ {H<
0 }) 6= 8 or there is some R⊆ S such that∩(R∪ {H<

0 }) = 8, and such that the
rank of R∪ {H≤0 } equals the cardinality of R.

PROOF(e). The inductive proof of (13) is anchored either where∩(S∪ {H<
0 }) 6= 8, or

where some member ofS is a half-space, sayH≤1 , of Q such thatH≤1 ∩ H<
0 = 8. In this

latter case, letR= {H≤1 }. The dimension ofH=1 ∩ H=0 = H=0 is one less than the dimension
of Q, and so the rank ofR∪ {H≤0 } and the cardinality ofR are both one.

Otherwise there is someH≤ ∈ Ssuch thatH≤ ∩ H<
0 is a proper half-space of affine space

H<
0 which has a non-empty boundaryH= ∩ H<

0 in H<
0 . Assume (13) is true for the affine pl-

system obtained by restrictingQ andH<
0 to H=. The proof continues as the proof for (2) and

(5), except that we observe that when we obtain someR′ such that∩(R′ ∪ {H<
0 }) ∩ H≤ = 8,

and such that the rank ofR′ ∪ {H≤0 } restricted toH= equals the cardinality ofR′, then
R= R′ ∪ {H≤} is an R as described in (13) because, since the dimension of the pl-sphere
system goes up by one, and since the intersection ofH=0 and the boundaries of members of
R is the same as the intersection ofH=0 and the boundaries of the members ofR′, the rank of
R∪ {H≤0 } in Q equals the cardinality ofR. 2
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